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LOCAL AND UNIFORM NEAR SMOOTHNESS

OF SOME BANACH SPACES

LESZEK OLSZOWY

ivc an estimate of the modulus of near smoothness of the spaceAbstract. In this paper we g
co (E;). In the case of the space r.o (P'l .) the exact formula for this modulus is derived. Moreover,
we show that the properties of near uniform smoothness and local near uniform smoothness are
hereditary with respect to the product space co(E;)

In the last years the notions being fundamental m·the classical geometry of Banach

spaces, such as smoothness and uniform smoothness have been translated in terms of

the measure of noncompactness. This way came into existence a branch of the geometry

of Banach spaces involving cornpactness conditions (cf. [l, 3, 8, 9, 10) and references

therein).
The aim of this paper is to study a few concepts of the theory mentioned above. At

the beginning we start with some notation.
Let E be an infinite dimensional real Banach space w1•·tii the dual E*. Denote by B,

B*, S, S* the unit balls and the unit spheres m·E and E*, respectively. For a bounded

subset X of E let XE(X) denote the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness of X defined

as the infimum of all numbers r > o such that X can be covered by a finite family of

balls with radii r.
Recall [l] that the modulus of near smoothness of the space E is the function 嗨 ：[0,1]-+

[O, 1] defined by the formula

I;E(c) = sup{XE·(F*(x,c)): x ES},

where F*(x,c) = {f EB*: f(x) 2: 1- 卟
Roughly speaking the modulus of near smoothness m·form us about the noncompact-

ncss of the set of all hyperplanes 頲pporting the unit sphere S at an arbitrary point.

A space E is called nearly uniform Yl smooth (NUS) [l) whenever lim 霹(c) = 0. E
E:--+0

is said to be nearly smooth (NS) if 沅 (0) = O. Moreover, a space E is referred to as

locally nearly uniformly smooth (LNUS) [2] if lim XF;· (F* (x, E)) = 0 for every x E S.
c40

Let us pay attention to some results obtained before.
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In the case of the cla..c;;sical sequence spaces c。and lp(l < p < oo) the following formulas
can be derived [3] for c E [O, l]:

I:co (c) = c,

江 (c) = (l - (1 - cf1 汁 ，

where !. + 1 = l.p q
Thus both c--0 and lv are NUS spaces.
The example of the space co shows simultaneously that a NUS space has not to be

reflexive. The other facts in this direction can be found in [1,2], for example.
The next concept which turns out to be connected with the properties defined above,

is the property H*. We say [2] that the norm II·II in a Banach space E has the property
H* whenever for any sequence Un) c E* converging weakly star to f E E* and such
that lim llfnl 區 = IIJIIE* we have that fn --+ f in the norm of E*.

n--too
Further, Let (Ei, II·Iii) be a sequence of Banach spaces. Then 的偉 ）＝叫 趴 ，E2, ...)

is the Banach space of all sequences x = (xi), Xi E Ei for i = 1, 2, ... such that
lim llxilli = 0, furnished with the norm
n---+OO

llxoll = max{ 丨Ix」Ii : i E N}.

In the similar way we define the space lp(Ei) = lp(E1, E2, · ·.)(1 :S P < oo) under the
norm

llx偏＝信 llx,llf) !/p

Let us mention that in [2, 3, 0,r- 6] it was shown that both the properties related to
convexity such as NSC, NUC, LNUC, Hand the properties connected with smoothness
as NUS, LNUS, NS, H* are hereditary with respect to the space lp(Ei)- On the other
hand it is easily seen that the space eo(Ei) is no longer NSC, NUC, LNUC and it has
no the property H. Nevertheless, if we assume that Ei is NS(i = 1, 2, ...) then the space
c0(Ei) has also this property (cf. [4]).
In the sequel we prove similar results for the "smothness" properties such as NUS,
LNUS and H*.

We start with the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let r(E) = sup{立 (c) : i EN} for c E {0,1}. Then

'Eco(E;)(c) ::; r(泝) +2泝 +2£. (1)

Proof. For convenience denote by B, B*, S, S* the unit balls and the unit spheres
in the spaces 句 (Ei) and (eo(Ei))* = l1(E;), respectively. The norms in 瓦 and El will
be denoted by II . Iii while II·Iii stands for the norm in l1 (E;).

Now, fix a number c: E (0, 1] and take a number Tl > 0 small enough. Choose
x= 包 ）E S and a number I in such a way that

Xt1(E;)(F*(x,c:)) > r >~co(Ei)(c:) -17. (2)
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Then there exists a seqµence Un) C B* satisfying the inequalities 1 - c~J(x) and
, < llfn - Jmlh for n, m E N, n # m. Writ.ting fn = 閬 ），where 芹 E El for every
i E N (n = 1, 2 ...) we can write the last inequalities in the form
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(3)
00

'Y < 芷 II芹 －庁 lk
i=l

00

1 - c: ~L JI'(xi)
i=l

and

Applying the same argumentation as in (8] we may assume without loss of generality
that

(4)11ft - Jilli-"* Ci芹 (xi) --+ bi,

when n --+ oo, m, n --+ oo (i = 1, 2, ...).
Further, for 8 > 0 consider the sets S8, T8 and 叭 defined below:

II!計 Ii --+ ai,

ai > O},
ai = O},

and
and

So= {i EN: llxilli > 8
乃 = {i EN : llxilli > 8
Wo = {i EN: llxilli:::; 8}.

Obiously N = Sc5 u Tc5 U 叭 in which T6 is finite set. For m E N large enough·we
have E ff (xi) :'.S t5 and 瓦 ff (xi) :'.S 8 This inequalities together with (3) yields

iET.s iEW.s
1-c: 一 26~ ~fim(xi) form EN sufficiently large.

iESo
Hence, putting S = {i E N : Xi -1- () and ai > 0} and keeping in mind that Uc5>0 Sc5 = S,
form 今 oo and t5 4- 0 we get

(5)1- E: ~ 芷 切
iES

r:伝 ）:SJ 芷 II!門 I,+ (1 - ,~. IIJI"II,)
iEW6WO

V]
叭E

．＇巳

Further, observe that

1-c:S I: 1尸 (xi)+
iEWo

This implies~II/严 Iii :S 占. Hence, in view of (3) we obtain
祆 ；Wo

I:11!「- !門 Ii+ L 屻 －庁 Iii~
iES0 iETo

芷 11ft - f尸 Iii+
iEW6

'Y <

(6)

三主
1 - () 十 瓦 11ft - !FIii 十 I: 11tr-庁 lk

iESli iE1'ii

Using (4) and taking into account that Ci= 0 for i E 瓦 we derive that

2£
1 一二 5 芷 的

iES1i
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(7)
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for n,m —~oo. Hence, letting b -t O we get

'Y - 2c ::; 芝 Ci-
iES

Now, let us put P = {i E S : 阿仁『 >l 一泝 }. Then the inequality (5) g1vcs

严
bi- --ai Xi i

iES\P 叫比 II i II II1- 三 巴bi= I:bi +
iES iEP

叫比 Iii翌~bi+ (1- 泝 ）芷
iEP iES\P

三户 , + (1- 泝 ）（亡 .[Jx,JI, 一曰
丐b, + (1 一泝 ）(1 一曰

ai we have＜Since bi瓦 缸＜Hence, after simple calculation we obtain 1 - 泝

1- 泝 <~ai and consequently
一· iEP

ai= I:尸 I: ai~1 - c 1 - ..fi) = 沅 ，
iES iEPP

了
叭E

·
ea

what together with Ci S 2ai implies I: Ci S 2泝
iES\P

Further observe that by the inequality (7) we obtain

i.e.Ci~r - 2c - 2泝
P

芷
叭E

．＇`

Lci=Lci:.._
iEP iES

(8)~Ci~ 尸-2€ - 2泝
iEP

Then, there

Notice, that the 飼lowing two cases are possible:
(i) , - 2c: - 2泝 :::; 0,
(ii) , - 2c: 一 2泝 >o.

In the case of (i) by (2) we get 1:co(E,)(c:) < TJ+r:::; rJ+2c:+2泝 which as'fJ ---+ 0 gives
(1).
Now suppose that the case (ii) is satisfied and take <5 > 0 small enough.
exists i E P such that

(9)色 > 1 - 2c - 2泝- c5 > 0
一·ai

Indeed, if not then Ci < ai·('Y - 2£- 2泝- fJ) for every i E P.
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This yields
巴Ci< (r - 2c 一 2泝-b)L佑~, - 2c - 2泝 - tJ

iEPiEP
but this contradicts (8).

Thus let us take i E P satisfying (9) and put 元＝ 亡眉 g II!:'II;n= 」.By the definition

of the set P and (4) we have that lim 护 位）＝ 盂齶 下b·> 1 - 泝 what means that
n-+oo

F*(元，泝 ）:) {护 ：n 2 k} for some k E N.
Further using (4) and (9) we obtain

Ci阿 -g叫Ii --+ - > , - 2c: - 2泝- 8 when n,m-+ oo
ai

These facts imply

r(泝 ）2: XE7 (F*(元，泝 ））2: XE7 ({gn : n 2: k}) 2: ~2:'Y - 2c - 邛-8

i.e. 1~8 + 2c + 2泝 十r(泝 ）. Combining the last inequality and (2) we infer

~co(Ei)(c) < TJ +'Y~'f/ + 8 + 2c +立 +r(泝 ），

and the arbitrariness of TJ and <5 allows us to obtain (1).
Thus the proof is complete.

Corollary. The space 函 瓦）is NUS if and only if lim r(c) = 0.
E--+0

Indeed, in view of the inequalities

~Ei (c)~r(c)~ ~co(Ei) (c) for j = 1, 2, ...

we infer that if 的(Ei) is UNS then 犀 r(c) = O. The converse implication is a conse

quence of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. The space 叫 止）is LNUS if and only if Ei is LNUS for i = 1, 2, ...

Proof. The implication ===} is obvious. For the proof of the converse implica
tion suppose contrary, i.e., there exists a number 1 > 0 and x = (xi) E S such that
扭評 (F*(:i::,c)) > 1 > 0, where X = Xli(E;)·
Let us fix {J > 0 such that

2c；<, - 一 for c E [0, 8].
1-8

(10)

Take en E (0, b] with en monotone decreasing to zero. Repeating the argumentation in the
proof of Theorem 1 we may assume that there exists a sequence (!叮 CB*, fn = 偉）

00 00

such that 1 - En S I: JI' 伝 ），, < 瓦 丨誾 － 庁 Iii and II!計 Ii --+ ai, 芹 (xi) --+ bi,
i=l i=l

\\JI'- !FIii 一 Ci when m, n ---t oo(i = 1, 2, ...).
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Lemma 1. If Xi i= () and ai > 0 the XE~ 伝 （卣 尸孔 己 ）2 嵒 ，m= 1,2, ...

Proof. Observe that if n > m then

258

(11)

Indeed suppose the contrary, i.e., there exists j E N such that f「巴 ）< llflllrl 回llj-E沉，
Then

1 - cm'.S 1 - en'.S f'!包 ）十芝 ff (xi) < 节m+ 芝 II!計 Ii·llxilli :S 1 - cm
i=f.j iEN

i EN.forJI'(xi) 2: IIJI'lli·llxilli - cm

which gives a contradiction.
Let Xi -/- (} and ai > 0. Put 护＝玉 From (11) we have gn (亡 ）?: 1 一眈咱~

and for each large enough positive integer n we have gn (~) ?: 1 - 訃信『. On the

other hand llgn - gm II --+ 急when n, m --+ oo. These yield XE; 化 （亡眉 丑忙『））2
XE; ({gn : n E N}) > 立 ＞ 巳 and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.- 2a·- 2 ,

For what follows let us observe that (6) and (10) imply~< L Ci.
iESi;

inequality we obtain that there exists j E So such that 嘉 < Cj, where p denotes the
cardinality of the set S8. For this j we derive from Lemma 1 that

From the last

XEJ 仔 （亡信'ai~~;illi))~ 廛 ＞ 氙 >0

仔 (11:;llj'aj~~;i Iii)) 2:: 嘉 >0

and by taking m --+ oo we get

曰五c)) = lim XE~
m--too'lim XE~

t:-+0 ]

But this contradicts to the assumption that the spaces 瓦 have the property LNUS and
completes the proof.

Theorem 3. The space 函 瓦）has prope元y H* if and only if the spaces Ei have this
property (i = 1, 2, ...).

Proof. Suppose that 瓦 has property H* for i = 1, 2, ... Take arbitrary sequence
Un) = ujn) C l1 (E;) which is weakly star convergent to some f = (Ji) E [i (E;) and such

CX)

that lim llfnlli = llflli- We have to prove that lim I: 叻- Jilli = 0. Let (gn) be an
n-4= n-4= .t=l

arbitrary subsequence of (f吁 By the diagonal procedure we may select a subsequence
(hn) = (hf) of (gn) such that

(12)n--+ oo.whenllhrlli ---+ ai
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(13)

Obviously lim llh嗶 = llfll1 what means
n---+OO

00 00

lim
n---+OO

I:llh訓 =L llh,,i
i=l i=l

j 00 .

If we fix j EN we have 瓦 llhrlli~}: 因Iii, and when n —~oo we get from (12) and
i=l i=l

j 00

(13) that E ai ::; E 11/illi- This implies
i=l i=l

(14)
00 00

芷 ai ::=; 辶 llhlk
i=l i=l

On the other hand, because 杞= (h1, h2, ...) converges weakly star to f = 伍 /2, ...)we
infer that (hf) converges weakly star to /i for i = 1, 2, ... which gives ll/illi~1扭 耍f llhf Iii
i.e. llhlli~ai·The last inequality together with (14) yields llhlli = ai =」四 阿 Iii for
i = 1, 2, ... and from the property H* for 尻 we obtain

(15)i = 1, 2, ...forlim llhf - Jilli = 0
n-too

(16)

(17)

囧rther, let us fix E: > 0 and take k E N so large that
00

芷 llhlli~t
i=k+l

Keepping in mind (15) and (13) we may choose m EN so large that

k

I:11 同- Jilli~i,
i=l

00 00

and E lihrlli - E llfdli :::; ! for n~m
i=l i=l

The last inequality gives
CXJ

瓦 (llhf Iii - lllilli) ::::; i
i=k+l

k

~(llhf Iii - llhlli) +
i=== l

Hence, by the inequalities (17) and (16) we obtain

f [lhf 11, :s 主 邸II, 十皙 (llh目I, - II!北 ）l+i:si
i=k+I

n>m,
一 ·for

k

十 I:11 同- Jilli+~:S~+~+
c 3c- = -5 5

i=l
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00L (llh血 －印 Ii)
i=k+l

Linking the last inequality, (17) and (16) we derive

00 k

I:111汗 — Jilli~ 芝 II'刃- Jilli+
i=l i=l

E 3£ £
<-+--+-=E
一 5 5 5

n>m,

which means that ( 硏 ）converges to f in the norm of the space li (疣 ）The arbitrariness
of the subsequence (gn) implies the same for Un).
This completes the proof as the converse implication is obvious.

Example. Let us take the spaces lp,, Pi > 1, i = 1, 2, ... and put 7j = sup{qi : i E N},
where l + ..!. = 1. We prove that if 互< oo then

Pi qi

for

(18)

(19)

Eco(lp;) (c) = (1 - (1 - 涇）i.
In the case 互= oo we show that

Eco(伝 ）(c) = {~ 悶 ：：： 闆 ，1].

Proof. In what follows we will use the inequality

(20)倡(sk + t汀十位 汀匡月w ＜

where 1 < wk~w and sk, tk > 0 fork= I 2 ... , which is a consequence of a reasonmg
， ，similar to the proof of Minkowski inequality.

We will also need the following Lemma.

be the n-Let E be a space with Schauder basis (en)
00 00

remainder operator Rn (I: niei) = L 正
i=l i=n+l

Denote by IIRnll the norm of the operator Rn. If IIRnll = 1 for n = 1, 2, ... then

and let Rn[5].Lemma 2.

(21)XcE.forx(X) = lim sup(sup{IIRnxll : x E X})
n-+oo

In what follows .denote by II·111 the norm of the space (co(耘 ））* = Zi(lq;)
Let f E l1 (lq;). We describe f = (!吖 = (fj), where Ji E lq;, JJ E 艮 Denote by en,k the
natural basis in li (lq;), i.e.,

1 for i = n and j = k
(en,k 月 ＝ ｛。for i -:J n or j -/= k.

Further, let h denotes one-to-one mapping between N and N x N.
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(22)

(23)

Put
Cn = eh(n)·

It is easy to check that (en) is the Schauder basis in li (lq.) and 11 Rn 11 = 1.
We prove now the following Lemma.

Lemma 3. f回 < oo and (en) is the basis in li (lq;) defined in (22) then

IIRn/Jlf + IJ(J - Rn)fJlf :S 11/IJf

forfEl1(lq;) andnEN.

Fix n E N and / = 伊 ）＝ （月）E li(lqJ·Put Jk = {i E N : (k,i) E

h({ 1, 2, ... , n})}. Applying the inequality (20) for••= CE If!'~··) , t,=(Jz,. IHI") ,

w, = q,, w = q, and keeping in the mind that IIRn/lli =~昱; c~,. 1m··), ll(I _

＝ 茫 （茫 l/f lQk) qk
..L

k=l i=l=~立 (.t1,1m··) 咋

...L

finishes the proof of our lemma.
Now, let u suppose that q < oo. Take tJ > 0, x = (可 ＝ 句 ）E Sco(lp;) and

f = (f吖＝ （月）E F* (x, E). Choose n。EN which satisfies rnax{llxilli : i 2:: no+ 1} :::; ~
Further observe that th.ere exists mo EN such that

Proof.

we derive (23), whichand llflliRn)fll1

(24)i = 1, 2, ... , no.for6-
no

VI（三 , Ix罰 ）` 古

1-

qi、＼
丿

.`
q•

•
＿

i·
一

.
；f

··_＿

mo
了
E

,＇,
＼（

no
苫

VI
.＇

a

．
．
．．

t
X

.＇

.
·

.'a
I
I

··
.,`

f..
,.
..

1十

8
Wno＝.'u

This implies

n。
1 - c :::; f (x) :::; 芷 t(xi) +

i=l

8
·-+8
n。+t Ci:+11!;丨,.r

i.e.+2J

\
__
1

)
1

示

1一
Pi

、、
l

~

·̀

、`

丿

lq

.̀

.
?
1

p

J

I
1
··

.
_I·

因

mo
芝
i

mo
V
E

/

\

(
no
2IVI

1-£ 一 26~ 竺包 I/罡·r..L
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Let us find n1 E N such that h({1, 2, ... , n1}) :) {1, ... , no} x {1, ... , mo}. This inclusion
and the previous inequality yield

l-e-20,c;f 筐!J 怀` ） 亡 «: ll(I - 氐）/ 111 for n ::: n,
i=l j=l

Hence, in the light of (23) we obtain IIRnfll1 :S (1 - (1 - c 一 2紅 ）t for f E F*(x,c)
and n~n1 which by (21) implies

- 1

Xli(lq;)(F*(x,c:)) = limsup(sup{IIRnfll1: f E F*(x,c:)})~(1- (1 - c 一 2£5)q) q.
n-+=

Consequently, in view of the arbitrariness of fJ and x E Sco(lp;) we get 昱co(lp.)(E) <
(1 - (1 - E)可泣 On the other hand

~Co 但 ）(c) 2: sup{~lp, (c) = (1 - (1 - 涇 ）亡：i E N} = (1 - (1 - 涇 ）｝

and (18) is proved.
In the case q = oo we derive

1 2: :Eco(lp,)(c) 2: sup{Etp, (c) = (1 - (1 - 涇 ）-:; : i EN}= 1,

for c E (O, l). Because the property NS of space Ei is transfered to co(Ei) and lp, is NS
then Co 古 ）is NS i.e. Eco(lp,) (0) = 0 what gives (19).

This ends the proof.
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